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PROPERTY P FOR THE BAND-CONNECT SUM OF TWO KNOTS 
ABIGAIL THOMPSON 
(Receiced 29 Nocember 1985) 
DEFINITION. A knot K in S3 has (homotopy) property P if no non-trivial surgery on K yields 
a (homotopy) 3-sphere. 
Let K, and K, be knots in S3. We define the band-connect sum, K, #bKZ, as follows. 
Separate K, and K, by an imbedded 2-sphere S2 c S3. Let b:I x I + S3 be an imbedding such 
that b-l (K,) = I x0, b-l (KJ = I x 1. Then K, #*K2 = (K, -b-*(K,))u(b(l x I)) 
u (K2 - b- ’ (K,)) u (b(0 x I)). We say b is a tril;ia[ band ifthere exists some(S2)’ imbedded in 
S3 such that (b(1 .x I) n (S’)‘) is a single arc and (S’)’ n (K, u K2) = 4. Note that if b is 
trivial, then K, #bK2 = K, # K,. 
THEOREM 1. If K = KI #*K2 and b is nor trivial then K has property P. 
Note that if b is trivial but K, and Kz are both non-trivial, K is known to have property 
P [l]. In Theorem 1, however, K, and K, may both be trivial knots. 
This has as a corollary, the following theorem originally proved by Scharlemann [j]. 
THEOREMS. ZfK=K,#bK2 is the unknot, then K=K,#K,, and K1 and K,are both rrioial 
knots. 
Proof of Theorem 2 from Theorem 1. The unknot does not have property P. 
If K = K,# *K2 is the unknot, then Theorem 1 implies that b is a trivial band, hence 
K = K, # Kz. Since genus is additive under the connect-sum operation, K, and K2 must 
both be trivial knots. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that f l/m surgery on K yields S3. Consider the link 
K u L, where L is an unknotted circle going once around the band b (Fig. 1). We need two 
claims and the solution to the Poenaru conjecture [Z]. 
Fig. I. 
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Claim (a). The manifold obtained by k l/m surgery on K and 0 surgery on L 
is (S’ X S’) # M3, where M3 is some 3-manifold (possibly S3). In fact, 0 surgery on 
L c S3 - N(K) yields S’ x S’ # (S3 - iV (K, # K,)). 
Claim (b). Either b is trivial or, after f l/m surgery on K, L no longer bounds a disk. (This 
follows immediately from [2, Lemma 2.51, but we give an elementary proof.) 
Since k l/m surgery on K yields S3, combining (a) and (b) we obtain a non-trivial knot L’ 
in S3 such that zero-frame surgery on L’ gives (S’ x S’ ) # M3. This contradicts the following: 
THEOREM [2]. If zero frame surgery on a knot in S3 yields (S2 x S’) # M3, the knot is the 
unknot and M3 = S3. 
Proofof( The manifold obtained by the given surgery on K u L is homeomorphic, via 
the Kirby calculus [4], to the manifold obtained by surgery on a split link. We perform a 
series of band moves with the L component (see Fig. 2) which reduce the original surgery to 
surgery on the split link L’, where one component of L’ is the unknot and the other is 
K, # K2. Since L has trivial linking number with K, and since the original surgery coefficient 
for L is zero, the surgery coefficients for L’ are the same as those for K u L, i.e. zero framed 
surgery on the unknot and + l/m surgery on K, #K,. 
Fig. 2. 
Proofof( Let Dr c S3 - N(L) be the obvious properly embedded disk bounded by L 
which intersects K twice. Let P, = D1 - N(K). Suppose that after non-trivial surgery on K 
L bounds a disk D2 where dD2 c ?N(L). Since L and K have linking number zero, D2 can be 
chosen so that aD, n dD, = I$. Let PZ = D2 - N(K). Furthermore assume that D2 has been 
chosen to minimize the number of components in Pr n P2. Such a P2 intersects P, in a set of 
parallel arcs in PI. 
Let D be a disk component of P2 - PI. If P, n P2 = 4, then D = D, and so b is the trivial 
band. Suppose that P, n P, # 4. Let N be the closure of the component of dN(K) - P, 
which dD intersects non-trivially. LV u P, = Tis a punctured torus. An essential simple closed 
curve on 7 is given by a meridian of K, and dD c T intersects this curve algebraically and 
geometrically m > 0 times, where m is the number of components of D n P,. Hence F is 
compressible, and so L bounds a disk b disjoint from K. If we consider D n 6, it follows that 
b is trivial via a simple innermost disk argument. 
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(The following generalization of Theorem 2 was added in May 1986 in light of Gabai’s 
work [3]. See [6] for an independent (and different) proof of this result.) 
Let Q=K,uK2u... uK,+~ be the unlink of n + 1 components. Let Q’ be 
obtained from Q by banding together two components, say K, and K2. So 
Q’= (K, #bK2)uK3 u.. UK,+,. Define a trivial band as before. This means (via the 
light bulb trick) that b is as simple as possible; i.e. after an isotopy, one can start with Q 
in a plane and obtain Q’ via a band that lies in the plane. Again, let L be an unknotted 
circle around the band b. 
THEOREM 3. Q ’ is the unlink of n components if and only if b is trivial. 
Proof. If b is trivial then Q’ is the unlink by the above remarks. The proof of the other 
direction follows by induction on n. In the case n = 2, this is Theorem 2. 
Assume the theorem holds for links Q’ with less than n components. Now suppose that we 
have Q, Q ’ and L as described above, and both Q and Q ’ are unlinks with respectively n + 1 
and n components. We now consider the link Q’ u L. 
Claim. The band b is trivial if and only if L bounds a disk disjoint from Q ‘. 
Proofofclaim. It is clear that if b is trivial, then L bounds a disk disjoint from Q’. Now 
suppose that L bounds a disk D’ disjoint from Q ‘. L also bounds an obvious disk D twice- 
punctured by Q’, such that D intersects b in a single arc. Choose D’ such that the number of 
components in D n D’ is minimal. Since dD n aD’ = 4, D n D’ consists of simple closed 
curves. Let c be an innermost such curve contained in D ‘. Then c bounds a disk D” c D ‘. 
Since D n D’ is minimal, c must be parallel to dD in D. Obtain (S’)’ by gluing D” to D along 
dD”. Hence b is trivial. 
Let S be a minimal genus Seifert surface for L in S3 - Q’. Notice that the components 
(K, #bK2) u K4 u . . u K, form an unlink of n - 2 components. By the induction 
hypothesis it follows that L must bound a disk disjoint from the remaining components after 
trivial surgery on Kj. Similarly, L bounds a disk disjoint from the remaining components 
after + 1 surgery on K3. The arguments in [3] show that either M = S3 - Q’ u L is 
SK,-atoroidal or S is a disk. If M is S,;atoroidal, then lemma 2.4 from [l] shows that the 
genus of S is zero. In either case, L bounds a disk disjoint from Q ‘, and, by the claim, b is 
trivial. 
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